Data sheet

Data Center
Transformation
Evolve your IT platform into a
more secure and efficient environment.
We believe in the maximum capacity and innovation of public cloud providers, as well
as in the evolution of SaaS solutions for business applications.
After an analysis of the platform of each client, we define a solution tailored to their
needs, providing the best architecture based on their needs and ensuring maximum
scalability and availability of service.
We are committed to hybrid solutions that are fully integrated into management, with
an agnostic vision of public clouds, always seeking the best solution for each client and
avoiding vendor-locking from different providers.

Which are the advantages?
Optimization

We use advantageous purchasing models by
adjusting the resources you pay for, as much as
possible.
1 or 3 years booking instances
Automated purchase of Spot instances
Rightsizing/resizing
Automatic machine shutdown

Security

We create architectures using the solutions
that best fit to your security requirements.

Flexibility and high availability

We implement scalable solutions and replication models that guarantee the service.

Innovation

You will be able to boost your business by
implementing new solutions quickly and
easily.

Green IT

We take you to more sustainable environments
that allow you to reduce consumption and,
thus, the environmental impact.

How do we proceed?

Initial assessment

Due Diligence

Migration

Optimization

Closing boarding gates.
In 5 days and without
any cost, you will have
a vision of your future
architecture
and
running costs.

Warming up engines.
In this phase we will
work together to
define in detail the
migration and all its
dependencies.

Taking off.
The migration phase
begins, always in line
with your goals.

Flying at 27,000 feet.
With the transformation phase we evolve
your platform to a
highly
innovative
one.

Why do companies trust Enimbos?

We are one of the 8 Azure MSP partners in Europe, recognized as Gold DevOps, Gold Partner
Cloud Platform, Gold Partner Application Development and Gold Partner Datacenter, which endorses our experience and knowledge in Azure environments.
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